Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Epigenetics is generally understood as the study of heritable changes that are related to gene functions and cannot be explained by changes in DNA sequences. These changes are frequently termed epigenetic events or marks. One main type of epigenetic event is DNA methylation, which is the addition of a methyl group to a 5′ cytosine base \[[@CR1]\]. DNA methylation plays an important role in transcription and thus affects gene expression \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. It also plays a significant role in genomic imprinting, X-chromosome inactivation, and suppression of repetitive element transcription and transposition \[[@CR3]--[@CR7]\]. Therefore, it is important to study different methylation patterns in both normal samples and the samples of complex diseases such as cancers.

In a human genome, DNA methylation often occurs at CpG or CG sites. A CG site is a cytosine base followed by a guanine base in DNA sequences. Because DNA methylation predominantly occurs at CG sites, it is important to study DNA methylation at or near CpG islands, which are regions with more cytosine or CG sites. CpG islands are defined as regions of the DNA sequence \> 200 bp long with an average CG content \> 50% and an observed-to-expected ratio of CG sites \> 0.6 \[[@CR8]\]. These islands are important regulatory elements in the genome, and contain the most variation in DNA methylation across different tissues. Additionally, methylation of CpG islands in promoter regions can be associated with long-term silencing of gene expression \[[@CR2], [@CR9]\].

Researchers can study segments of methylation over a stretch of neighboring CG sites in the same chromosome region. This specific DNA methylation pattern is called co-methylation \[[@CR10]\]. It is also called within-sample (WS) co-methylation. The prefix "co-" in the "WS co-methylation" means local CG sites of one short chromosome region methylate or not methylate together in a single sample. That is, we study how neighboring CG sites are similarly methylated or unmethylated within a short chromosome region of one sample. It has also been observed that the "correlation between methylated cytosines decays as a function of genomic distance between methylated loci". In fact, in Arabidopsis this correlation is observed for distances up to 5000 nucleotides \[[@CR11]\]. For human samples, Eckhardt et al. first report that this correlation or co-methylation is over short distances (≤ 1000 base pairs) and it deteriorates rapidly for distances \> 2000 base pairs \[[@CR12]\]. However, this study is not conducted for the whole genome. In this paper, we will investigate in detail how long this co-methylation pattern can be in the human genome of normal samples using whole genome bisulfite sequencing data.

Before we introduce our study further, we emphasize that, in other research papers \[[@CR13]--[@CR20]\]*,* co-methylation may mean "between-sample (BS) co-methylation". The prefix "co-" in the "BS co-methylation" means that genes at different regions, especially different chromosomes, methylate together across multiple samples. For example, "BS co-methylation" may mean that two or more genes (e.g., genes 1 and 2) on different chromosomes are hypermethylated together and their functions are somehow related through a co-methylation (or co-expression) network/module \[[@CR15], [@CR19]\]. This co-methylation (or "BS co-methylation") is similar to the concept of "co-expression" of genes. The above explanations and definitions of WS co-methylation and BS co-methylation is consistent with the ones defined in Peter Francis Hickey's thesis \[[@CR21]\], which has a thorough review of different co-methylation definitions. It is worth noting that although "WS co-methylation" is about the methylation pattern within a single sample, it is important to study "WS co-methylation" across multiple samples and this is the research focus of this paper. To simplify our writing, in this paper we often use "co-methylation" for "WS co-methylation*".*

It is important to study within-sample co-methylation as it explains how DNA methylation is instituted in each genomic region in a chromosome. Deep understanding of within-sample co-methylation patterns can help researchers improve DNA methylation assays and statistical analyses of DNA methylation. Thus, we can better understand other genetic and epigenetic events or patterns. Although it is important to study DNA co-methylation, this specific methylation pattern has not been well studied yet. For example, it is unclear to us what co-methylation patterns normal DNA samples have. In this paper, we will conduct analyses to answer the following two questions regarding co-methylation patterns in normal DNA. First, are the co-methylation patterns of the same tissue across several samples different? Second, are the co-methylation patterns of various tissues of the same sample different? In order to answer these questions, we conduct analyses using two sets of data: one is 3-sample-1-tissue (3S1T), another one is 1-sample-8-tissue (1S8T). To study the co-methylation patterns of these two datasets, we specifically investigate how often one methylation state change to other methylation states and how is this change associated with chromosome distance. In the following sections, we first introduce the data we use. We then explain the two analysis methods we will use to answer the above questions. Finally, we will show our comprehensive analysis results.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Data {#Sec3}
----

To compare co-methylation patterns among different samples, we use a dataset of three distinct samples. The samples are referred to as STL001, STL002, and STL003 and each sample has whole genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) data from the spleen tissue. These datasets are obtained from the Roadmap Epigenomics Project \[[@CR22]\]. We refer to this dataset as 3-sample-1-tissue, or 3S1T. To compare co-methylation patterns among different tissues of the same sample, we use a dataset of eight distinct tissues of the sample STL001. The eight tissues are respectively referred to as bladder, gastric, lung, psoas, sigmoid colon, small bowel, spleen, and thymus. This dataset is obtained from Roadmap Epigenomics Project \[[@CR22]\]. We refer to this dataset as 1-sample-8-tissue, or 1S8T. For both 3S1T and 1S8T data, the raw WGBS reads are preprocessed and aligned using BRAT-bw \[[@CR23]\], a publicly available software package, and the human genome hg19 is used as the reference genome. Because our focus is within-sample co-methylation for nearby sites or regions, not between-sample co-methylation in a whole genome, using one chromosome is sufficient to address the questions of interest. Therefore, we only focus on chromosome 1, as it is the longest chromosome. In fact, we use methylation ratios from all CG sites in chromosome 1 of each dataset.

Each methylation sequencing dataset includes four metrics: chromosome, position, sequencing coverage, and MC ratio, see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. At a specific CG site, the "MC ratio" is defined as the number of reads with methylated cytosines divided by the total number of reads covering that CG site. It is similar to the "beta value" that is commonly used for the methylation signals of Illumina array probes. "MC ratio" ranges from 0 to 1 and is the proportion of sequenced reads of a CG site that are methylated. 0 indicates no methylation and 1 indicates full methylation. We then add a fifth metric---the methylation state of each CG site---to all datasets. "Methylation state" refers to each of our divisions of the MC ratio \[0,1\] into four intervals of methylation. These methylation states are A, B, C, and D. "A" corresponds to no/low MC ratios of \[0, 0.25). "B" corresponds to low/partial MC ratios of \[0.25, 0.5). "C" corresponds to partial/high MC ratios of \[0.5, 0.75). "D" corresponds to high/full MC ratios of \[0.75, 1\]. CG sites with a sequencing coverage of less than 3 (i.e., \<3X) are labeled "NA". Note, as for the sequencing coverage, for all datasets (samples/tissues), around 95% of CG sites have at least 1X coverage. Only two samples/tissues have 89 and 91% of CG sites with ≥3X coverage. All other samples/tissues have about 95% of CG sites with ≥3X coverage. Lastly, we calculate the distance between consecutive CG sites and add these values in the final column of our data (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). "Consecutive CG sites" mean two CG sites on the same chromosome and at the same DNA strand, that is, there is no other CG site between them. The first and second CG sites are determined based on the reference genome coordinates on the positive or forward strand. In this paper, we only use the positive or forward strand of the DNA.Table 1Sample section of dataChrPositionSequence CoverageMC RatioMethylation StateDistancechr1434,31420.3B12chr1434,326191D3chr1434,329171D14chr1434,343150.20A17chr1434,360200.8D45chr1434,405210.67C31chr1434,4360NANA10

Two analyses {#Sec4}
------------

We prepare the original data as described above, labeling the methylation state of each CG site and calculating distance between consecutive CG sites, so that we may use them in our two analyses. First, we investigate how frequently methylation states change from one CG site to another along a chromosome. Second, we investigate if this change is related to chromosome distance.

We would like to investigate patterns beyond the scope of single sample or tissue. Do the co-methylation patterns vary across different samples or different tissues? We apply our analyses to the different samples and tissues in two datasets, 3S1T and 1S8T. We compare co-methylation patterns across different samples in 3S1T and compare co-methylation across different tissues in 1S8T to answer these questions. The workflow of our analyses is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Next, we explain in detail each analysis method.Fig. 1Workflow of Analysis Methods. In each step, the R code, input, and output files are listed. R code files listed in this figure are provided in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}

### Analysis 1 {#Sec5}

In our first analysis, we analyze how methylation patterns change from one CG site to another. Since each CG site has a methylation state assigned to it according to its methylation level, we pair together consecutive CG sites along the genome to form a "methylation state pair"---the two states corresponding to a pair of CG sites. This allows us to observe how methylation can change along a chromosome region. The first state indicates the initial methylation level, while the second state indicates the terminal methylation level. Does methylation stay the same (e.g., AA, BB, CC, DD), relatively similar (e.g., AB, CD), or change drastically (e.g., AD, DA)? Do certain methylation states tend to change to other methylation states?

For each sample, we also calculate the frequency of the distinct state pairs (e.g., AA, AB, AC, AD). This allows us to compare the co-methylation patterns across different samples or tissues (see Chi-squared test below). We learned from our previous research that co-methylation patterns are related to the physical distance between two CG sites in a state pair. Thus, we calculate the frequency of each type of methylation state-pair at increasing intervals of a short distance of 50 bases, i.e., \[0, 50), \[50, 100), \[100, 150), ..., \[400, 450), \[450, 500), to \[500, Inf). We then graph the frequencies of different samples or tissues with the same methylation state pair on the same graph to visually observe differences. We also utilize the chi-squared test to determine whether samples or tissues are significantly different. We first test all samples or tissues at once. If there is a significant difference, we further analyze the data by pairwise comparison to determine which combination of samples may be the cause of the difference. If the *p*-values are extremely small, we may use or combine approaches below to produce better analysis results.We calculate the contribution of each methylation state pair and each sample to a Chi-squared statistic. This allows us to determine which sample and which methylation state pair is the most significantly different from the others. We display this information in bar graphs for visualization.We divide our methylation state-pair count data (i.e., Chi-squared input) by factors of n (*n* = 10, 100, 1000) to account for large-count issues.

### Analysis 2 {#Sec6}

In our second analysis, we investigate how long methylation levels stay the same in a chromosome by analyzing the length of similarly methylated regions. We begin by grouping together consecutive CG sites that have the same methylation state (e.g., AAAA, BBBB, CCCC, or DDDD). These groups are called similarly methylated regions (SMRs). We then calculate the number of CG sites in each group (count) and the number of base pairs the group stretches across (region-length or length). These two values are used as metrics that we use to compare different samples or tissues.

Once we calculate counts and lengths, we summarize the counts and lengths of the four different SMRs: A, B, C, and D. We summarize SMRs with a count of at least two CG sites. We then determine whether SMRs from different samples or tissues with the same methylation level (i.e., AAAA in Bladder and AAAAA in Thymus) have significantly different distributions of lengths or of counts. We begin to analyze SMR count/length summaries across different samples or tissues. These summaries provide a preliminary assessment of whether SMR lengths and counts from different tissues or samples may differ. We then use the Kruskal Wallis test to confirm any significant differences, first comparing all samples or tissues and then conducting pairwise comparisons, if necessary.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

3S1T data analysis results {#Sec8}
--------------------------

First, we show the results of analyzing if different samples of the same tissue have different co-methylation patterns.

### Analysis 1 result of 3S1T data {#Sec9}

We have labeled and paired consecutive CG sites in the data to form methylation state pairs. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} displays the number of times each methylation state pair occurs and the relative frequency of methylation state pair. With this summary, we can answer the questions about how methylation changes from one methylation state to another.Table 2Methylation state change of the 3S1T dataCountPercentageABCDABCDsample 1 - STL001 A159,51312,082750516,92881.376.163.838.64 B12,12913,29814,87630,86817.0418.6920.943.37 C739815,03741,996119,3804.038.1822.8564.95 D17,04830,890119,4921,425,0361.071.947.589.49sample 2 - STL002 A170,78713,663963818,66180.286.424.538.77 B13,74517,81421,40335,31315.5720.1824.2540 C959221,34863,698151,6673.898.6725.8661.58 D18,72335,534151,7081,308,2611.242.3510.0286.4sample 3 - STL003 A209,28213,179895317,40884.115.33.67 B13,28220,62622,69134,66914.5522.624.8637.99 C910422,40371,035154,4233.548.7227.6460.1 D17,24435,103154,3811,342,7811.112.279.9686.66The "A", "B", "C", and "D" **rows** indicate the first methylation state of the CG pair. The "A", "B", "C", and "D" **columns** indicate the second methylation state of the pair. The "Count" columns display the number of occurrences of each methylation state pair. The "Percentage" columns display the count of each methylation state pair divided by the row sum of the counts. For example, for sample 1 (STL001), in the "AA" cell, the count is 159,513 (the first number in the table), and the percentage is 81.37%. This means that among all the total 196,028 methylation state of A, 159,513 or 81.37% of the times that the next methylation state is still A

For the STL001 spleen data in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, methylation state pair DD occurs the most (89.49%), followed closely by the methylation state pair AA (81.37%). This means that no/low (A) or high/full (D) methylation states in the STL001 spleen sample tends to stay within the same methylation state. For example, when looking at just row A, across columns A, B, C, and D, the no/low methylation state A tends to remain the same methylation state, no/low (A). On the other hand, low/partial methylation state B and partial/high methylation state C tends to change to higher methylation states: C and D. For high/full methylation state D, the methylation tends to remain high/full (D). There is not a large percentage of methylation state change from D to A (only about 1%). The STL002 and STL003 spleen samples follow similar patterns with some variation in the actual values.

### Comparing co-methylation patterns among 3 samples of the spleen tissue (i.e., 3S1T data) {#Sec10}

Since we have observed some variation in the co-methylation patterns among 3 samples of spleen tissue, we want to determine whether these differences are statistically significant. Firstly, we use a visual depiction to ballpark whether the differences are significant, see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Plots in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} do not display an obvious difference in change patterns among the three spleen datasets. The three lines depicting each sample do not vary from each other greatly, except that there is a bit of variation between samples in the higher methylation states, e.g., AD, BD, CD, and DD state pairs.Fig. 2Comparing co-methylation patterns among three spleen samples (for 3S1T data). These graphs are created by plotting the percent occurrence for each distance sub-interval incremented by 50: \[0, 50), \[50, 100), \[100, 150), and so on to \[500, Inf). The x-axis indicates distance between CG sites. For example, a distance sub-interval of \[50, 100) means that all paired CG sites are within 50 to 100 base pairs of each other. The y-axis indicates the percent occurrence of the methylation state pair as designated by the graph title. The solid red line, the dashed blue line, and the dotted black line indicate the trend of the STL001, STL002, and STL003 spleen sample respectively

Next, we use chi-squared tests to study whether there are statistically significant differences for the co-methylation patterns of three samples. The null (H~0~) and alternative (H~a~) hypotheses of the chi-squared tests are listed below. H~0~: There is no difference for the co-methylation patterns among the spleen tissue of three samples. That is, the methylation state change patterns from each methylation state (e.g., A) to all states (A, B, C, D) are the same among the spleen tissues of three samples. H~a~: There are differences for the co-methylation patterns among the spleen tissue of three samples. We use our original count data in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} as the input for each sample to conduct the chi-squared test. We first test all three samples for differences. If the results for all three are significant, we will determine which subset of samples are different: we further test pairs of samples.

The chi-squared test results for all three spleen samples of 3S1T dataset are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The *p*-values are very small, almost zero. As indicated above, we then conduct pair-wise comparisons between each two of the three samples and we still obtain extremely small *p*-values (data not shown), which shows that three spleen samples are statistically different. However, we suspect that there may be some outlying co-methylation patterns that causes our p-value to be extremely small. Therefore, we compare the chi-squared contributions of each of the co-methylation patterns, see Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows that in each of the three samples, some methylation state pairs contribute more than others. For example, the DC methylation-state-pair contributions of spleen samples 1, 2, and 3 are significantly higher than other methylation state pairs. They are 4666.12, 1279.32, 1148.63, as shown in the fourth column of the bottom panel of Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Chi-squared test results of 3S1T dataABCD*p*-value1.06E-2824.98E-2251.80E-3190Chi-square1323.141056.651492.959013.65Degree of freedom6666Each column indicates the result of a separate chi-squared test (i.e., p-value, statistics, and degree of freedom). The labels "A", "B", "C", and "D" designate which co-methylation patterns/states are compared in the test. For example, "A" means that the chi-squared test compares the percentage occurrence of all state pairs beginning with state "A" (AA, AB, AC, and AD). The input used for the chi-squared test of methylation state "A" is the counts in the row A of samples 1, 2, 3 in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} (that is, the three rows starting with these numbers 159,513, 170,787, and 209,282)Table 4Contributions of each methylation state pair to chi-squared values (for 3S1T data)ABCDTotal1A11.0719.769.6680.792A81.8890.94169.23133.901323.143A128.16162.9285.94348.871B92.44131.37207.56175.172B0.138.9019.731.081056.653B66.29170.4469.79113.761C24.9430.29590.40271.242C6.053.551.874.801492.953C43.977.89369.10138.871D64.76423.164666.12688.362D127.42191.841279.32225.929013.653D9.0051.291148.63137.81Each cell corresponds to a methylation state pair. The row indicates the sample and initial methylation state. 1 corresponds to STL001 spleen, 2 to STL002 spleen, and 3 to STL003 spleen. The column indicates the terminal methylation state. Numerical values indicate the chi-squared contribution of a methylation state pair to the chi-squared test comparing all state pairs that begin with the same state (e.g., AA, AB, AC, AD). For example, the first number (11.07) is sample 1's (STL001) AA pair's contribution to the chi-squared test statistic (1323.14 in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}'s column A and Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}'s last column)Fig. 3Comparing chi-squared test contributions by sample and by methylation state (for 3S1T data). The title indicates the co-methylation pattern compared by the chi-squared test. The x-axis reveals the second methylation state of the pair. For example, if the graph title contains "A", then bar "B" displays the contribution of the specific state pair "AB" to the chi-squared statistic. The x-axis can also indicate sample number (i.e., "1C", "2C", "3C") with 1, 2, 3 corresponding to STL001, STL002, and STL003 respectively. The y-axis displays the chi-squared contribution value

In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the turquoise, dark green, and orange bars on the "by.sample" bar graphs display the primary contributions -- how each methylation state pair contributes to the chi-squared statistic. The "by.sample" graphs can also indicate secondary contributions. That is, how much each individual sample contributes to the primary methylation state pair contributions. The blue, red, green and purple "by.methy.state" bar graphs display the primary contributions (per bar) -- how each sample contributes to the entire chi-squared test statistic. The graphs also indicate secondary contributions within each bar. That is, how much each methylation state pair contributes to the primary sample contribution. The length of the bar or bar-segment corresponds to the amount of contribution to the overall chi-squared statistic by a specific sample or methylation state. Our analysis results show that for co-methylation patterns with methylation state pairs that start with B, C, and D, sample 1 or STL001 contributes the most (see the green or bright green bars in "B/C/D.contr.by.methy.state"). Thus, in regards to the co-methylation patterns of methylation state changes starting with B, C, and D, STL001 has the patterns that are the most different. However, for the co-methylation pattern of methylation state changes starting with A, sample 3 or STL003 is the most different one, see the last/fourth orange bar in the "A.contr.by.sample" of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} top left panel.

Both the 3-sample chi-squared test result (i.e., small *p*-values in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) and the above "contribution" Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} show that the three spleen samples have significantly different co-methylation patterns. These results seem to be contradictory with our intuitive findings shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, that is, these 3 samples are not very different. This discrepancy, especially the very significant p-value may be caused by a large-count or large sample size effect, since chromosome 1 is very long, including 2,284,470 CG sites. Under the assumption that a subset of our chromosome is representative of the entire chromosome, we divide the analysis 1 count data (the left panel of Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) by 10s (by 1, 10, 100, and 1000). This helps to lessen the potential effect of a large sample size, as this "dividing" method creates a simulated 100, 10, 1%, and .1% of our data. For example, the STL001 AA count in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} is originally 15,913, but after dividing by 10, it becomes 1591; After dividing by 100, it becomes 159.

Once we divide our method 1 data (the methylation state pair counts) by these factors of 10, we run the chi-squared test on the "modified" count data. We determine whether the *p*-values remain significant as the data pool gets smaller. If we see that the p-value becomes less significant as the sample size becomes smaller, we may conclude that the original p-values are not accurate due to a large sample size. The results will also tell us whether the methylation-change patterns between our three samples are significantly different. Our data for the chi-squared tests on all three spleen samples are shown in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. We find that the test results become less significant as the sample size decreases. This shows that we do initially get a very small *p*-value because of the large sample size effect. We can determine that there is not a confirmation of a significant difference in the co-methylation patterns of three spleen samples. The patterns we observed in our Analysis 1 result may be applicable to other spleen samples, if confirmed by future studies with more normal spleen samples.Table 5Chi-squared test results after addressing the large-count issue (for 3S1T data)DivisionValueABCD1*p*-value1.06E-2824.98E-2251.80e-3190Chi-square1323.141056.651492.959013.66Degree of freedom666610p-value4.17E-261.64E-201.07E-291.92E-191Chi-square132.32105.67149.33901.34Degree of freedom6666100p-value0.0410.110.0212.94E-17Chi-square13.1310.4214.9390.06Degree of freedom66661000p-value0.950.980.960.16Chi-square1.641.191.489.3Degree freedom6666The rows indicate the factor that the data are divided by. The second column indicates the type of value from the chi-squared test. The remaining columns indicate which co-methylation pattern the chi-squared test is used to compare

### Analysis 2 results of 3S1T data {#Sec11}

To analyze and compare how long SMRs are, we gather 6 summary values: the minimum, 1st Quartile, median, mean, 3rd Quartile, and maximum, for the number of CG sites (count) and distance in base pairs (length) for each SMR in each sample. Note, to avoid the impact of an extreme outlier, we remove the largest count/length and summarize our counts and lengths in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. This table displays the distribution of count and length so that we can visualize and compare the distribution among our three spleen samples. Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows that the distributions of SMR length or CG-number count skew to the right. Most SMR are very short. The median SMR length is just about 100 to 120 base pairs for methylation state A and 300 to 450 base pairs for state D. The median count among SMRs is about 2 to 6 CG sites. Only a small proportion (\< 25%) of the SMRs are longer than 1000 base pairs.Table 6SMR summaries of 3S1T dataCount SummariesLength SummariesSTL001Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max. A22410.721315223597.5188.52313500 B2222.433122164384.911011512 C2222.4331322768132.11614454 D23610.06132212138459943.4119050,660STL002Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max. A22411.113193236103200.52503604 B2222.443122184793.361151951 C2222.4631323283157.91983328 D2358.4101582109357735.291450,400STL003Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max. A22417.0611319243127300.33414760 B2222.5531722152100.41192184 C2222.532323693179.22263419 D2358.97102522116369755.492550,420The first column designates the type of SMR. The remaining columns are the summary. For example, for sample STL001, the "A" row is the summary of the "AA ... A" type SMRs' count and length, and the "B" row is the summary of the "BB ... B" type SMRs' count and length

The summary in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} will help us to determine whether there are any significant differences among the three samples. Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows that the right-skew patterns of the A, B, and C methylation-state count vary among three spleen samples. We also notice that the SMRs of methylation state D are an exception to Cokus et al's paper \[11\], where they observe a correlation between methylated cytosines for distances up to 5000 bases in Arabidopsis. The D regions can reach up to 50,000 bases in a human sample. Next, we investigate more on this question: Are these distribution differences significant? We answer this question using Kruskal Wallis tests.

### Comparing the distribution of the count and length of SMRs across three spleen samples {#Sec12}

We use the Kruskal Wallis test to analyze whether there is a significant difference between the distribution of count and length of the SMRs for each methylation state of each sample. The null (H~0~) and alternative (H~a~) hypotheses of the Kruskal Wallis test are listed below. H~0~: The CG count (or length) distribution of SMRs are the same among three samples. That is, there is no difference among the CG count distribution of the three samples. H~a~: There are differences for the SMR CG count distribution among the spleen tissue of three samples. We use our original count data, which are summarized in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, as input for each sample to conduct the Kruskal Wallis test. The test results are shown in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. As displayed in this table, most of the *p*-values are very small, except for two p-values in the STL001vSTL002 comparison. This finding means that the three spleen samples are significantly different regarding the distribution of SMR length and the distribution of SMR CG-site count.Table 7Kruskal Wallis results of 3S1T dataAll three spleen SMR CG count resultsAll three spleen SMR length resultsABCDABCDp-values7.99E-161.19E-112.94E-2102.06E-741.83E-248.00E-2120x-squared69.5350.3194.552965.34339.34109.32972.142508.34df22222222STL001vSTL002 SMR CG count resultsSTL001vSTL002 SMR length resultsABCDABCD*p*-values0.020.386.04E-0806.48E-047.77E-091.51E-780x-squared5.350.7829.352459.8311.6333.33352.052130.60df11111111STL002vSTL003 SMR CG count resultsSTL002vSTL003 SMR length resultsABCDABCD*p*-values6.33E-098.68E-092.25E-064.60E-035.57E-488.72E-071.79E-427.12E-08x-squared33.7333.1222.378.03211.8024.19186.5629.03df11111111STL001vSTL003 SMR CG count resultsSTL001vSTL003 SMR length resultsABCDABCD*p*-values8.29E-175.46E-103.34E-2201.88E-681.20E-251.22E-2120x-squared69.3438.5193.892040.71305.71109.59968.571654.28df11111111The rows indicate the Kruskal Wallis test results (p-values, chi-squared statistic, and degree of freedom). The columns indicate the co-methylation state (e.g., "A") being compared by the test. The input files or datasets of Kruskal Wallis tests are the count and length data that are used to generate the summary in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}

1S8T data analysis results {#Sec13}
--------------------------

After addressing whether different samples of the same tissue have significantly different co-methylation patterns using the 3S1T data, we next show the results of investigating if different tissues of the same sample have significantly different co-methylation patterns using the 1S8T data.

### Analysis 1 result of 1S8T data {#Sec14}

We can analyze this dataset in two ways. First, we look at the overall theme for all eight tissues; we want to figure out which methylation state pair occurs most frequently. As shown in Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}, for the bladder data, the AA methylation state pair has a percentage of 83.26% and the DD methylation state pair has a percentage of 86.54%. We notice that the different tissues display similar patterns; the AA and DD methylation state pairs have the highest percentage. We find that methylation tends to remain within the same methylation level if it is high or low. On the other hand, medium levels of methylation trend towards higher methylation states. This pattern continues throughout all eight tissues. However, there is some variation or difference among these eight tissues. We will investigate how closely these eight tissues follow the patterns we observed, so we graph percentage data for each tissue at certain distance intervals, see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. This figure shows that there are some differences among those 8 tissues, especially for AD, BD, CD, and DD state pairs.Table 8Methylation state change of 1S8T dataSTL001 BladderSTL001 GastricABCDABCDA83.266.623.96.2379.257.535.088.14B14.0324.625.5135.8613.9622.6525.937.49C3.911.6527.3457.113.9810.6426.5658.82D1.052.819.5986.541.192.9110.9884.92STL001 LungSTL001 PsoasABCDABCDA79.586.784.199.4574.168.846.610.4B17.220.2520.3242.2314.5521.1524.9339.38C4.478.3222.1365.094.7510.7824.9959.49D1.162.047.4989.321.393.1510.8984.57STL001 SigmoidColonSTL001 SmallBowelABCDABCDA86.994.382.735.985.485.083.555.89B12.4623.8725.138.5711.6624.4727.9235.96C2.819.0330.4257.752.9210.3231.6955.07D0.851.958.0289.180.942.5110.4686.09STL001 SpleenSTL001 ThymusABCDABCDA81.376.163.838.6486.274.122.197.42B17.0418.6920.943.3718.3317.0214.7749.89C4.038.1822.8564.955.668.9217.1768.24D1.071.947.589.491.011.523.4993.98The "A", "B", "C", and "D" rows indicate the first methylation state of the CG pair. The "A", "B", "C", and "D" columns indicate the second methylation state of the pair. The percentage in each cell is the count of each methylation state pair divided by the row sum of the counts. Note, the meaning or interpretation of this table is similar to Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, which is for the 3S1T dataFig. 4Comparing co-methylation patterns among eight different tissues (for 1S8T data). These graphs are created by plotting the percent occurrence for each distance sub-interval incremented by 50: \[0, 50), \[50, 100), \[100, 150), and so on to \[500, Inf). The x-axis indicates distance between CG sites. For example, a distance sub-interval of \[50, 100) means that all paired CG sites are within 50 to 100 base pairs of each other. The y-axis indicates the percent occurrence of the methylation state pair as designated by the graph title. Different lines correspond to eight different tissues

Next, we conduct chi-squared tests to compare the 8 tissues, see the top panel of "divide by 1" in Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}. When comparing all eight tissues together, we find that there are statistically significant differences in the co-methylation patterns among 8 tissues. To avoid the large-count issue, we divide the input data by factors of 10: 1, 10, 100, and 1000 as we did for the 3S1T data. The division of the data by 100 seems to help the results to be more accurate. As for the division by 1000, the count (or expected count for the chi-square test) is less than 5, so we will not use this result. Instead, we use the results with the division by 100, which still shows there are small *p*-values, that is, the 8 tissues have significantly different co-methylation patterns.Table 9Chi-squared test results divided by factors of 10 (for 8 tissues of 1S8T data)DivisionValueABCD1*p*-value0000Chi-square22,200.3310,414.619,217.69116,856.2Degree of freedom2121212110*p*-value04.15E-20700Chi-square2221.181041.431921.4811,686.62Degree of freedom21212121100*p*-value1.35E-356.57E-131.07E-291.51E-234Chi-square222.39103.62192.511170Degree of freedom212121211000*p*-value0.420.960.583.16E-15Chi-square21.6410.9519.11116.47Degree of freedom21212121The rows indicate the factor that the data are divided by. The second column indicates the type of value from the chi-squared test. The remaining columns indicate which co-methylation pattern the chi-squared test is used to compare. Note, the meaning or interpretation of this table is similar to Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, which is for the 3S1T data

We also try to break the chi-squared test results down into the contributions that each methylation state and/or tissue contributes to the chi-squared value. We would like to know if any one tissue/methylation state has a bigger effect on the chi-squared test, and if so, whether we should remove that tissue/methylation state as an outlier. We display our Analysis 1 chi-squared contribution using bar graphs, see Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. In this figure, we can see that the 8th tissue, thymus, contributes most to the difference. We can also see that the 4th tissue, Psoas, contributes occasionally. We remove the 8th tissue, thymus, from our dataset, and re-run the chi-squared test on our data to see if the results are more accurate. Our results are displayed in Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"}. We can see that the *p*-values for this test remain zero, even though we remove a tissue. So, we try to divide the chi-squared input of the seven tissues by factors of 10, similar to what we have done above, and observe the chi-squared results. The result of dividing by 100 still have significant difference among 7 tissues; however, the results of dividing by 1000 only show a significant difference for D states, but not for A, B, or C states.Fig. 5Comparing chi-squared test contributions by sample and by methylation state (for 1S8T data). The title indicates the co-methylation pattern compared by the chi-squared test. The x-axis reveals the second methylation state of the pair. For example, if the graph title contains "A", then bar "B" displays the contribution of the specific state pair "AB" to the chi-squared value. The x-axis can also indicate sample number (i.e., "1C", "2C", ..., "8C"). The number 1, 2, ..., 8 corresponds to the 8 tissue, that is, 1: Bladder, 2: Gastric, 3: Lung, 4: Psoas, 5: Sigmoid Colon, 6: Small Bowel, 7: Spleen, and 8: Thymus. The y-axis displays the chi-squared contribution valueTable 10Chi-squared test results of 7 tissues divided by factors of 10 (for 1S8T data)DivisionValueABCD1*p*-value0000Chi-square17,285.295441.8114,025.1941,241.11Degree of freedom1818181810*p*-value05.53E-1045.10E-2870Chi-square1729.24544.061402.084124.86Degree of freedom18181818100*p*-value2.50E-271.73E-054.86E-211.62E-76Chi-square172.8454.16140.62413.19Degree of freedom181818181000*p*-value0.5510.721.40E-03Chi-square16.585.814.1941.28Degree of freedom18181818The rows indicate the factor that the data are divided by. The second column indicates the type of value from the chi-squared test. The remaining columns indicate which co-methylation pattern the chi-squared test is used to compare. Note, the meaning or interpretation of this table is similar to Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} (for the 3S1T data) and Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"} (for the 1S8T data with 8 tissues)

### Analysis 2 result of 1S8T data {#Sec15}

We would like to analyze SMRs. We first group CG sites that are similarly methylated and determine the number or count of CG sites in each SMR and the length (in base pairs) of each SMR. We then create summaries of the CG site number count and length of SMRs, see Table [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"}. Similar to Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} (summary for 3S1T data), Table [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"} shows that the distributions of SMR length or CG-number count skew to the right. Most SMRs are very short. The median SMR length is around 100 to 130 base pairs for methylation state A and 300 to 500 base pairs for state D of all tissues except thymus. The median count among SMRs is about 2 to 6 CG sites. Next we determine whether SMRs of the same methylation level have different counts/lengths.Table 11SMR summaries of 1S8T dataBladder Count SummariesBladder Length SummariesMin.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.A22415.5911344A240121283.73318693B2222.54316B22462117.91482061C2222.49313C232841572012882D2359.0311213D2118390789.41003100,200Gastric Count SummariesGastric Length SummariesMin.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.A22410.6612170A23495193.72395156B2222.48315B22257109.51362534C2222.46315C2318258520221,050,000D2357.7410146D2102335665.685350,630Lung Count SummariesLung Length SummariesMin.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.A2249.3311137A23492176.52205765B2222.44311B2184587.521061549C2222.4314C2266687516121,050,000D2369.6812208D2135447908.61162100,200Psoas Count SummariesPsoas Length SummariesMin.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.A2248.239132A23083157.71934512B2222.42312B22154106.1128.82690C2222.41312C22977152.11893643D2357.429169D295315652.1824100,300SigmoidColon Count SummariesSigmoidColon Length SummariesMin.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.A22422.1920374A242136351.74285156B2222.64325B2205296.211211835C2222.69348C2348667820121,050,000D23610.6513294D2150488.5963.31227100,200SmallBowel Count SummariesSmallBowel Length SummariesMin.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.A22420.6217390A242132340.63978889B2222.62338B22359108.51351714C2222.66334C2379556022621,050,000D2358.6810233D2117375735.594050,460Spleen Count SummariesSpleen Length SummariesMin.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.A22410.7313164A23598188.82314941B2222.43314B2164385.06101.81534C2222.43314C2276885116121,050,000D23610.0613265D21384599441190100,200Thymus Count SummariesThymus Length SummariesMin.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.Min.1st Qu.MedianMean3rd Qu.Max.A22417.314346A248137302.33604927B2222.44323B2143672.25861443C2222.36220C22051102.11182152D24917.0421408D222981816962120100,200The first column designates the type of SMR. The remaining columns are the summary. For example, for the bladder tissue, the "A" row (i.e., the 3rd row) is the summary of the "AA ... A" type SMR's count and length, and the "B" row (4th row) is the summary of the "BB ... B" type SMR's count and length of this tissue

We run the Kruskal Wallis test on all eight tissues to determine if the distribution of counts and distances of each type of SMR are significantly different. Our initial results are displayed below in Table [12](#Tab12){ref-type="table"}. As we can see, the *p*-values for the count in columns C and D, and the p-values for distance in columns A, C, and D are all nearly zero. The remaining p-values are also extremely small. This shows that those 8 tissues are significantly different.Table 12Kruskal Wallis test results of 1S8T dataSMR CG Site CountSMR LengthABCDABCD*p*-values6.73E-973.13E-910001.79E-26000x-squared467.78441.392645.2032,987.792168.201225.883020.8829,507.40df77777777The rows indicate the Kruskal Wallis test results (p-values, chi-squared statistic, and degree of freedom). The columns indicate the co-methylation state (e.g., "A") being compared by the test. The input files or datasets of Kruskal Wallis tests are the count and length data that are used to generate the summary in Table [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"}. For example, the second column (for methylation state A or for "AA ... A" type SMR) is the test result of using all the counts of "AA ... A" SMRs that are used to generate the summary in the "A" rows for each of the 8 tissues in Table [11](#Tab11){ref-type="table"}

In summary, in the Result section, we have shown the results of analyzing two datasets, 3S1T and 1S8T, to address a few questions mentioned in the Introduction section.

Discussion {#Sec16}
==========

Our research work is a specific study with a focus on the analysis of within-sample co-methylation patterns in normal DNA samples. The understanding of this specific type of methylation patterns may provide helpful information and insights on other methylation studies. These studies may include the analysis of methylation patterns for specific genes or regions (e.g., long non-coding RNAs \[[@CR16]\])*,* identifying differential methylation \[[@CR24]--[@CR27]\]*,* classifying large methylation data \[[@CR28]--[@CR30]\]*,* integrating methylation with other data (e.g., gene expression data) \[[@CR31]--[@CR33]\], and analyzing pan-cancer DNA methylation \[[@CR20], [@CR34]--[@CR37]\].

To the best of our knowledge, there is not much research work done on the WS co-methylation patterns of normal DNA samples, although there are a larger number of papers on BS co-methylation. Thus, in this paper, we conduct some preliminary analyses on WS co-methylation for normal samples. However, our research work has certain limitations. First, this study is only conducted on normal samples, but this type of within-sample analysis can be performed on other datasets, for example, cancer methylation data with multiple samples. In fact, we have submitted a paper on comparing the within-sample co-methylation between normal and cancer samples. In that paper, we find that the breast cancer sample's co-methylation pattern is very different from the patterns reported in this manuscript. But the breast normal sample has a similar pattern as we found in the 1S8T data of the current study. Therefore, co-methylation patterns of other normal samples or other datasets could be very similar to what we showed as we used a relatively large number of different normal tissues in this paper. The second limitation is that our study is only based on basic statistical analysis. More complex probability models (e.g., Hidden Markov Models) and methods (e.g., Bayesian methods or machine learning) may be used to further investigate within-sample co-methylation. Developing a new method based these ideas and methods is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we do plan to implement these models and ideas in other projects in the near future. The third limitation is that we did not investigate the relationship between WS co-methylation and the genomic context and/or the topology of CG sites \[[@CR38]\]. It would be biologically meaningful to investigate in detail how WS co-methylation patterns are related to the genomic compartments, e.g., gene body, gene promoter, and CpG islands. To make it easier for other readers to interpret the co-methylation CG sites or patterns, we provide an annotation code (*annotation.R*) in the Additional File [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} that can report the location of identified CG sites, that is, which gene body or promoter it belongs to. Note, the Additional File [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} includes all R scripts we wrote for the analysis of this paper. In addition, it is also useful to study how these patterns are related to the density of CG sites (or CG clusters) in an entire genome and study how CG sites collaborate to maintain co-methylation patterns \[[@CR38], [@CR39]\]. These are all great aspects to investigate further in future research studies and we do plan to conduct research on these topics.

In order to confirm the validity of our findings, we have also conducted our analysis on the same tissues and samples from chromosome 2. We find similar patterns and can make the same conclusion. In order to avoid redundancy, we do not show the results of chromosome 2 data analysis and only show the results of analyzing chromosome 1 in this paper.

Conclusion {#Sec17}
==========

In this paper, we have conducted analyses to study the within-sample co-methylation patterns in normal DNA samples. We have investigated if the co-methylation patterns of the same tissue across several samples are different and if the co-methylation patterns of various tissues of the same sample are different. We have used two analyses methods to analyze two datasets, 3S1T and 1S8T. Based on the 3S1T data, we find there is not significant co-methylation difference among the same spleen tissues of three different samples. However, the analysis results of 1S8T data show that there were significant differences among eight tissues of one sample. For both 3S1T and 1S8T data, we find that the no/low methylation state A and high/full methylation state D tend to remain the same along a chromosome region. We also find that the low/partial methylation state B and partial/high methylation state C tend to change to higher methylation states along a chromosome. Furthermore, we find that the distribution of SMR length is skewed to the right and most SMRs are very short (with only a few hundred base pairs) and only a small proportion of SMRs are longer than 1000 base pairs. In this paper, we have addressed a few questions regarding within-sample co-methylation. Our answers and analysis results may help researchers to have a deep understanding of co-methylation patterns and thus to improve DNA methylation assays and statistical analyses for other methylation studies.

Additional file
===============

 {#Sec18}

Additional file 1:All R scripts for the analysis of this paper. (ZIP 20 kb)

CG

:   Cytosine-guanine

SMR

:   Similarly methylated region

WGBS

:   Whole genome bisulfite sequencing
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Datasets used in this paper are publicly available with detailed information shown below. In particular, we provide the web links for the raw sequencing data, on which all SRA (Short Read Archive) files are available, see below. These links are useful for readers like us, who would like to process raw sequencing reads to obtain methylation signals by themselves. Besides the web links of SRA files, we also provide GEO (Gene Expression Omnibus) web links, on which the processed methylation signal datasets (e.g., hg19 version wig format files) are available now or may be available later. Note, for some of the GEO web links, the processed methylation signals are not available yet. When we search the processed methylation signal data, we find that the original investigators who generated these datasets mentioned that "various levels of processed data files will be made available as this project proceeds". Therefore, readers who are interested in the processed methylation data may check the GEO web sites later. In addition, readers can also visit <http://www.encodeproject.org>, click "Experiments", and then select related search items (e.g., WGBS and spleen) to find more information about a specific dataset.

\# 3S1T data (3 spleen tissue of STL001, STL002, and STL003)SRX388737: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Spleen Cells from Human STL001

SRA files: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX388737>

GEO link: [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282353]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282353)2)SRX388746: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Spleen Cells from Human STL002

SRA files: <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX388746>

GEO link: <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282362>3)SRX175355: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Spleen Cells from Human STL003

SRA files: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX175355>

GEO link: [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM983652]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM983652)

\# 1S8T data (8 tissues of STL001)SRX213279: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Bladder Cells from Human STL001

SRA files: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX213279>

GEO link: [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1058026]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1058026)2)SRX388733: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Gastric Cells from Human STL001

SRA files: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX388733>

GEO link: [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282349]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282349)3)SRX388734: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Lung Cells from Human STL001

SRA files: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX388734>

GEO link: [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282350]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282350)4)SRX388735: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Psoas Cells from Human STL001

SRA files: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX388735>

GEO link: [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282351]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282351)5)SRX175348: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Sigmoid Colon Cells from Human STL001

SRA files: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX175348>

GEO link: [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM983645]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM983645)6)SRX175349: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Small Bowel Cells from Human STL001SRA files: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX175349>

GEO link: [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM983646]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM983646)7)SRX388737: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Spleen Cells from Human STL001

SRA files: <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX388737>

GEO link: [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282353]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1282353)8)SRX190151: Whole Genome Shotgun Bisulfite Sequencing of Thymus Cells from Human STL001

SRA files: <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra?term=SRX190151>

GEO link: [[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1010979]{.ul}](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSM1010979)
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